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Abstract Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectros-

copy has evolved into a powerful tool for fragment-based

drug discovery over the last two decades. While NMR has

been traditionally used to elucidate the three-dimensional

structures and dynamics of biomacromolecules and their

interactions, it can also be a very valuable tool for the

reliable identification of small molecules that bind to pro-

teins and for hit-to-lead optimization. Here, we describe the

use of NMR spectroscopy as a method for fragment-based

drug discovery and how to most effectively utilize this

approach for discovering novel therapeutics based on our

experience.

Keywords NMR spectroscopy � Fragment-based drug

discovery � Fragment-based screening � Hit identification �
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Introduction

Fragment-based drug discovery (FBDD) is a powerful

method for discovering high-affinity ligands for target

proteins. Vemurafenib, the first small molecule inhibitor

originating from a fragment-based screen, was approved by

the FDA in 2011 (Bollag et al. 2010), demonstrating that

fragment-based methods can be useful for drug discovery.

Numerous other success stories illustrate the use of frag-

ment-based approaches for the discovery of clinical can-

didates (Hajduk and Greer 2007; Chessari and Woodhead

2009; Murray and Blundell 2010). Generally speaking,

there is no strict size requirement in order for a compound

to be designated as a ‘‘fragment’’, but the term is cus-

tomarily used for small organic molecules with less than

*25 heavy atoms or a molecular weight of \250 Da.

Fragment-based screening has several advantages over

conventional high-throughput screening (HTS). First,

structure–activity relationship (SAR) studies of the attained

fragment hits proceed quickly because analogs are simpler

to prepare synthetically or can be purchased commercially

due to their smaller size and lower complexity. Another

advantage stemming from the small size of the fragments

screened is that a greater chemical space can be covered. In

addition, fragment binding to a target protein is not con-

strained by the rest of the molecule, allowing the small

molecules to optimally bind to proteins. Also, the strin-

gency in fragment-based assays is less (up to millimolar

binding affinities can be detected) allowing chemical

starting points to be more easily obtained. Finally, the

fragment hits identified have improved ligand efficiencies

over HTS hits and form fewer but higher-quality inter-

molecular interactions with the target protein (Kuntz et al.

1999). FBDD is frequently used to find lead molecules for

proteins lacking deep or well-defined ligand binding

pockets, so-called ‘‘undruggable’’ targets (Hopkins and

Groom 2002). Because fragment screens often identify hits

within multiple chemical classes, this methodology is also

a great way to circumvent patents and discover novel

chemical matter against any target.
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The detection of weak fragment binding by biochemical

approaches (e.g. spectrophotometric and fluorescence-based

experiments) is challenging, as a change in signal above the

baseline of the assay is difficult to observe. In contrast,

biophysical techniques (e.g. nuclear magnetic resonance

(NMR) spectroscopy, isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC),

thermal denaturation, surface plasmon resonance (SPR), and

X-ray crystallography, among others) are more robust in

detecting such weak interactions (Hoffer et al. 2011). In

particular, NMR spectroscopy is ideally suited for fragment-

based screening because it can reliably detect binding up to

single digit millimolar Kd values, often the only hits found

for challenging targets (Carr et al. 2005; Jhoti et al. 2007).

Additionally, NMR can be used to quantify binding affinities

in order to establish SAR. Furthermore, unlike with other

techniques, except X-ray crystallography, the binding sites

of fragment hits and modes of binding can be ascertained

from NMR experiments. Another disadvantage of plate-

based spectrophotometric or fluorescence-based experi-

ments is that many false-positive hits are often found as a

result of assay artifacts (Wu et al. 2013). Because binding

events are directly observed by NMR, the technique does not

usually suffer from false-positive hit identification that rid-

dles other screening techniques. Furthermore, the unbiased

binding events observed by NMR can be used to identify

novel ligand-binding ‘‘hot spots’’ not previously known,

such as sites allosteric to the known binding site and sites that

result from protein conformational changes. The use of NMR

for FBDD also does not require a priori knowledge of protein

function or endogenous binding partners (i.e. for design of a

reference molecule) as needed in enzymatic or displace-

ment-based assays.

From our experience in using NMR in FBDD, we have

implemented a preferred research plan that spans from hit

identification to lead optimization. Carrying out a successful

fragment-based screen by NMR relies on implementation of

the following steps: obtaining a suitable fragment library,

performing the screen by either monitoring changes in the

spectra of the protein or small molecule, determining struc-

tures of protein-fragment complexes, and aiding in the

generation of lead compounds.

Designing a fragment library

Fragment-based drug discovery requires a collection of small

organic molecules (fragments). The size and quality of a frag-

ment library are of utmost importance to the screening process.

Size of a fragment library

As the goal of any screening campaign is to identify hit

molecules against a particular target, large libraries provide

a greater chance of finding starting points for further

elaboration. Fragment screens have been conducted using

libraries of anywhere from several hundred to several

thousand molecules (500–10,000) (Hajduk et al. 2000a).

Although a follow-up screen to explore the SAR of hit

analogs can be performed when starting with a library of

small size, we prefer to start with a library on the upper end

of this range that already contains multiple examples of

each chemotype. Building a library with multiple related

compounds within each specific chemical class seems

redundant; however, the presence of these analogs could be

the difference between identifying a hit or not. An excel-

lent example of this principle comes from our recent work

on the discovery of Mcl-1 inhibitors (Friberg et al. 2013).

The initial screen did not identify unsubstituted benzo-

thiophene-, benzofuran-, or indole-2-carboxylic acids, yet

analogs containing methyl or chlorine substitutions were

found to be low micromolar affinity ligands for Mcl-1 and

serve as excellent starting points for further medicinal

chemistry modifications. Therefore, the standard procedure

of first screening a small library and then following-up with

a screen of closely related analogs could preclude the

identification of additional and perhaps novel chemotypes

as starting points.

Overall guidelines for compound selection

In the literature, several rules or recommendations have

been suggested for the selection of compounds when

building a fragment library. The most commonly applied

strategy follows the rule-of-three (molecular weight

B300 Da, ClogP B 3, hydrogen bond donors and acceptors

each B3) (Congreve et al. 2003).

Our fragment library which currently consists of

approximately 14,000 fragments was constructed by close

consideration of the rule-of-three, but with slight modifica-

tions. Fragments between a molecular weight of 100–250

Da, having up to 4 hydrogen bond donors, and with a ClogP

of up to 3.5 were selected in the initial search of commercial

collections of compounds. Additional privileged fragments

were selected by searching for compounds with substruc-

tures known to bind frequently to proteins (Hajduk et al.

2000b), including carboxylic acid-, biphenyl-, diphe-

nylmethyl-containing compounds, and many different het-

erocycles. Looser definitions of what constitutes a fragment

were allowed for these privileged compounds, including

having a molecular weight up to 275 Da, up to 5 hydrogen

bond donors, and up to a ClogP of 4.

Removing ‘‘bad actors’’

Before beginning a fragment-based screen, it is important

to remove fragments that may misbehave, as the presence
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of such molecules can partially or fully confound the

screen. Misbehaving molecules, so called ‘‘bad actors’’,

include nonspecific binders, reactive covalent modifiers,

chelators, or aggregators. These can include molecules

with functional groups such as Michael acceptors, hydra-

zines, hydroxyl amines, and free thiols, among others.

When a fragment library is screened in mixtures, it is

especially imperative to carefully analyze all molecules in

the library. For example, if 10 % of a library consists of

bad actors, and the library is screened in mixtures of 10,

every mixture is, on average, flawed. Therefore, the results

for all samples are not to be trusted without further

experimentation. Sorting out all of the misbehaving mol-

ecules from a fragment library is a daunting task since not

all nuisance compounds are known a priori. Whereas the

aforementioned rules and guidelines ensure that fragments

are small, neither too hydrophilic nor hydrophobic and

have higher chances to interact with the targets of interests,

they do not assist in the removal of bad actors. However,

compounds that do not behave well in screens have been

identified and reported. For example, several classes of

molecules have been described in the literature that should

be removed from screening libraries (Fig. 1) (e.g.,

ALARM compounds (Huth et al. 2005), PAINS molecules

(Baell 2010; Baell and Holloway 2010), and ‘‘Shoichet’’

aggregators (Seidler et al. 2003; Feng et al. 2005)).

Beyond these suggestions, further care must still be

taken to filter out additional compounds such as aggrega-

tion-prone and insoluble fragments. Towards this end,

NMR spectroscopy itself can help to build and maintain a

clean fragment library. Fragment aggregates that can cause

promiscuous inhibition are often soluble in aqueous solu-

tions or are very small and therefore not detectable by

visual inspection. NMR can be used to identify aggregators

by observing a broadened water resonance or poor water

suppression along with broadening of ligand resonances as

the concentration of the fragment is increased. Solubility-

limited fragments are also problematic in FBDD, as high

fragment concentrations are necessary for binding detec-

tion, for X-ray studies (see section Structural elucidation of

intermolecular interactions), and for second-site screening

(see section Generation of lead compounds). Insolubility

can also result in false-negatives and errors in the quanti-

fication of the hits. NMR can be used to identify insoluble

compounds by observing concentration-dependent signal

intensities of the ligands. Compared to aggregation-prone

and insoluble fragments, it is more difficult to eliminate

reactive molecules from a library a priori since covalent

binding can be target dependent. It is advisable to reex-

amine the library after several, unrelated targets have been

screened to remove fragments that are found to be hits in

all screens. Using this approach, we removed 450 frag-

ments from our in-house library.

NMR fragment-based screening methods

Several experimental NMR approaches for screening have

been developed allowing hits to be identified for targets

that are small, medium, and large in size (Fernandez and

Jahnke 2004; Dalvit 2009; Campos-Olivas 2011; Shor-

tridge and Powers 2011). Two general methodologies can

be implemented for an NMR-based screen: monitoring

differences in the spectra of the small molecules or the

protein.

Screening by observing the small molecule

Fragment-based screening methods that monitor changes in

the spectra of the small molecules are popular approaches.

The two most commonly applied techniques are saturation

transfer difference spectroscopy (STD) (Mayer and Meyer

1999) and Water-LOGSY (Dalvit et al. 2000), both being

transfer-NOE-type experiments. Both methods are well

suited to detect weak binding, and the larger the target

protein, the better they work. Other NMR methods where

changes in the small molecule spectra are monitored

include diffusion editing, relaxation-based experiments

(Hajduk et al. 1997), approaches using target-attached

paramagnetic probes (SLAPSTIC) (Jahnke 2002), hetero-

nuclear detection schemes (19F- or 31P-based screening)

(Dalvit et al. 2002; Tengel et al. 2004; Manzenrieder et al.

Fig. 1 Examples of undesirable molecules in a fragment library.

a Rhodanines are known to bind to a plethora of different protein

targets. b 9-Aminoacridines can form soluble aggregates in aqueous

solutions and can nonspecifically interact with hydrophobic residues

on protein surfaces. c Phenyl dimethylpyrroles have been shown to

covalently bind to proteins. d Maleimides can be hydrolyzed and are

reactive
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2008), and target-immobilized NMR screening (TINS)

(Vanwetswinkel et al. 2005). For more details about

ligand-based screening techniques, the interested reader is

referred to the recent literature (e.g., (Meyer and Peters

2003; Klages et al. 2007; Pellecchia et al. 2008; Ludwig

and Guenther 2009)). Ligand-based methods are also often

used for medium-sized proteins (*15–100 kDa), as no

isotope labeling is necessary and the quantity of protein

needed is small (0.5–5 lM is required vs. 20–50 lM

concentrations needed for protein-observed methods).

When ligand-observed mixture screens are conducted (e.g.,

by STD or Water-LOGSY experiments) knowledge of the

chemical shift pattern for each ligand makes time-con-

suming deconvolution of mixture hits unnecessary. How-

ever, ligand-based screening does not provide information

on binding sites and, in our hands, is not as robust as

observing protein chemical shift perturbations (greater

number of false-positive and false-negative hits) (Lepre

2011). There are several reasons for the occurrence of the

higher error rates, one being that it is usually difficult to

discriminate between promiscuous binding due to com-

pound aggregation and the desired site-specific binding by

STD, WaterLOGSY, or fluorine-based experiments. In

addition, transfer-NOE-based techniques are prone to

artifacts arising from aberrant excitation of ligand reso-

nances or spillover of radio-frequency power. Furthermore,

since screening by observing the small molecule does not

reveal atom-resolved information about the target, frag-

ment induced protein precipitation can result in both false-

positives and false-negatives, especially when ligands are

screened as mixtures. If the protein fully precipitates, all

members of a mixture may mistakenly be classified as non-

binders (potential false-negatives). Partial unfolding of the

target can lead to the appearance of transient binding sites

which can attract hydrophobic fragments, and cause them

to be considered as hits. Finally, ligand-based screening

becomes challenging when binding is too strong

(kex � jDmj, where kex is the chemical exchange rate

constant and Dv is the difference in chemical shift between

free and bound). To overcome the high-affinity limit, so-

called reporter screening is of great value (Jahnke 2002;

Zhang et al. 2009); instead of detecting direct binding, the

concentration-dependent replacement of a weaker ligand

by a stronger one is followed by ligand-observed NMR.

Screening by chemical shift changes of isotopically

labeled proteins

The most robust (and our preferred) fragment screening

technique is based on monitoring chemical shift changes of an

isotopically labeled protein upon the addition of fragments

(Shuker et al. 1996). We typically screen targets up to

30–40 kDa by recording 1H-15N-HSQC spectra if uniformly

15N-labeled protein can be obtained, providing that the

spectra show resonances with good lineshapes and only

moderate peak overlap. Fast pulsing techniques such as the

SOFAST-HMQC (Schanda et al. 2005) experiment allow for

the recording of more than 200 2D heteronuclear correlation

spectra in 24 h (500 MHz with cryoprobe and automatic

sample changer, 40 lM protein concentration, globular

15 kDa protein). Other techniques that can speed up screen-

ing by monitoring protein chemical shift perturbations

involve sparse or non-uniform sampling (Felli and Brutscher

2009). Another advantage of using the protein signals is that

by following the chemical shift perturbations upon the addi-

tion of small molecules, not only can hits be identified, but

binding strengths (Kd values) can be determined and binding

sites (if the protein signals have been assigned) can be iden-

tified. For proteins larger than 40 kDa, either TROSY-type

experiments (Pervushin et al. 1997; Lescop et al. 2010), e.g.,
1H-15N-TROSY-HSQC, or 1H-13C-HSQC measurements of

selectively 13C-labeled (valine, leucine, isoleucine) proteins

can be used (Hajduk et al. 2000a). TROSY-based experi-

ments work best at higher magnetic field strengths and when

perdeuterated protein samples are used, making these

experiments less attractive than 13C(methyl)-based experi-

ments in our opinion. Protein binding sites almost always

contain hydrophobic pockets, and thus side-chain methyl

groups are perfectly suited as reporters for ligand binding

events (Fig. 2). Compared to TROSY experiments,
13C(methyl)-based screening has the advantage of being very

efficient even at lower magnetic fields (500/600 MHz spec-

trometer which are often equipped with automatic sample

changer systems) and also has a high sensitivity due to the fact

that three protons contribute to the NMR signal and the long

relaxation time of methyl resonances. While greater amounts

of isotopically labeled protein are required for these methods

that monitor the changes in chemical shift of the protein, it is

straightforward to recycle and reuse protein with good yields

(50–80 %) throughout the screen.

Measuring binding constants and determining

preliminary SAR

Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy is not only well-

suited to detect but also to quantify protein-fragment inter-

actions. The great advantage of using NMR for binding

affinity determination is that quantification is direct and a

reference molecule is not required as in other techniques (e.g.

fluorescence polarization anisotropy; FPA). Because frag-

ments usually have target affinities weaker than *50

micromolar, the fast exchange regime almost always applies,

and Kd values can be directly determined from changes in

chemical shifts. Direct binding can be measured by

increasing target or fragment concentrations in a stepwise

manner followed by the recording of protein spectra
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(Fielding 2007). Functional data and IC50 values can be

obtained by replacing a known binder, e.g., a partner protein

or a peptide derived thereof, with increasing concentrations

of screening hits. When fragment binding affinity approa-

ches the low micromolar range (5–50 lM), intermediate

exchange of resonances becomes an issue (resonances

broaden and disappear under these conditions) and NMR is

no longer useful for Kd determinations. In addition, NMR

titration measurements are slow, laborious, and demand

larger amounts of protein compared to other biophysical

methods (e.g. SPR and ITC) or biochemical assays (e.g.

FPA). Hence, we recommend switching from NMR-based

quantification of fragment binding to alternative methods

when expected affinities have a Kd [ 500 lM.

Structural elucidation of intermolecular interactions

Success or failure of a FBDD campaign often depends on the

availability of high-resolution structural information for

protein–ligand complexes. Extensive medicinal chemistry

efforts usually begin only when structures of fragments bound

to a target are known. NMR spectroscopy and X-ray crys-

tallography can be used to obtain this structural information.

Structure determination by NMR

Nuclear magnetic resonance is a powerful tool for the

structure determination of protein-small molecule com-

plexes. Its use is limited to proteins of small and medium

sizes and requires the assignment of backbone and side-

chain resonances to elucidate the complete protein struc-

ture. Despite developments toward semi-automatic pro-

cesses, the determination of solution structures is still a

time-consuming procedure (Guntert 2009). As an alterna-

tive to solving the full NMR solution structure of a target-

fragment complex, there are several less time-consuming

ways for obtaining structural information on protein–

ligand complexes for the purpose of driving medicinal

chemistry and lead optimization. For example, if the size

of the target allows, an X-ray structure of the protein is

available, and amino acid backbone assignments are

known, then ligand induced changes in chemical shift, e.g.,

from 15N- or 13C-HSQC spectra, can be used in both a

qualitative and a quantitative way to map binding sites.

The quantitative mapping of chemical shift perturbations

on the protein surface is an especially powerful way to

identify binding sites, modes, and stoichiometries (McCoy

and Wyss 2002; Cioffi et al. 2008; Krishnamoorthy et al.

2010). In addition to this method, ligand-induced line

broadening of protein resonances can be used to charac-

terize binding modes (Reibarkh et al. 2006). However,

most of the methods developed to obtain structural infor-

mation on protein–ligand complexes are based on nuclear

Overhauser effects (NOEs) (Meyer and Peters 2003). In

particular, if a few intermolecular NOEs can be identified,

a good model can usually be obtained of the protein–ligand

complex that is suitable for drug design. In cases where no

sequence-specific protein resonance assignments are

available, a method called NOE Matching can be useful

(Constantine et al. 2006). This concept takes advantage of

the fact that 1H-13C groups in amino acids have charac-

teristic chemical shifts. Experimental intermolecular NOEs

from filtered 3D NOESY spectra are compared to a pre-

dicted NOE pattern based on simulated protein–ligand

binding poses. A prerequisite of the method is that a suf-

ficient number of target-ligand NOEs can be measured.

This may be problematic if fragments are small and

binding is weak. Another approach involves the use of

STD signal intensities to map fragment epitopes and hence

guide chemistry efforts (Mayer and Meyer 2001); protons

which do not have close contacts to the binding interface

typically show weaker STD signals and can serve as

fragment growing or linking sites. In addition, Water-

LOGSY experiments have been proven to aid in identify-

ing the orientation of a ligand bound to a target

(SALMON) (Ludwig et al. 2008). This is achieved by

mapping the solvent accessibility of a ligand using protein-

dependent signal sign changes in WaterLOGSY spectra.

Information on the orientation of a molecule bound to a

receptor can also be obtained by the INPHARMA inter-

ligand NOE (Sanchez-Pedregal et al. 2005; Krimm 2012).

Spin diffusion (for mixing times between *100–800 ms)

transfers polarization from a weak, known binder to the

Fig. 2 1H-13C-HSQC of a 30 kDa protein selectively 13C-labeled on

Ile, Leu, and Val methyl groups in the presence (red) and absence

(black) of a twelve-fragment mixture (75 lM protein, 600 MHz

spectrometer, 12 min collection time). The expansion in the top right

corner is of the boxed portion of the spectrum
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protein and back to a fragment that binds competitively.

Atoms from two ligands that interact with the same target

residues show the strongest INPHARMA inter-ligand

NOEs and consequently, relative binding orientations can

be derived. Another approach to map fragment binding

sites is SOS-NMR (Hajduk et al. 2004). Using this method,

a series of STD spectra is recorded on different protein

samples that are uniformly deuterium-labeled except for

selective amino acid types (e.g., valine, leucine, isoleucine,

and methionine that form hydrophobic binding pockets).

Ambiguous restraints localizing the binding site of a ligand

are gained by detecting the amino acid-type dependent

occurrence of STD signals.

Structure determination by X-ray crystallography

Because NMR structure determination is time intensive

and NMR-derived structures typically have low resolution,

X-ray crystallography is the preferred method to elucidate

the three-dimensional structures of protein–ligand com-

plexes. Once suitable conditions for crystal growth are

identified, X-ray crystallography is commonly used as a

rapid means of producing 3D structures (Bottcher et al.

2011). The most efficient approach is to identify conditions

under which the apo-protein forms crystals that are ame-

nable to fragment soaking experiments for obtaining

structures of protein-fragment complexes in a reproducible

and rapid manner. If ligand binding is associated with large

conformational changes or required for protein stability,

cocrystallization may be necessary. In any case, obtaining a

protein/fragment complex structure with well-resolved

electron density for small weak binding molecules is not

always straightforward. Problems arise when proteins are

too flexible to crystallize. In addition, weak, partial, or no

electron density is often observed for fragments when the

solubility of the ligand falls below 3–10 fold the protein

concentration. Fragment binding can also be problematic

when protein crystal lattices block the ligand binding site

or when solvent channels are small. Deletion of flexible

protein regions, the synthesis of more soluble analogs of

the screening hits, and the introduction of amino acid point

mutations into proteins that alter the crystal packing are

common ways to overcome these issues (Fig. 3). For

example, both protein engineering and the synthesis of

more soluble fragment analogs were necessary for the co-

crystallization of K-Ras-GDP with hits identified from our

primary screen (Fig. 3) (Sun et al. 2012). At times, the

necessary modifications to be made to the protein or

fragment are not intuitive. However, successful crystalli-

zation often results when many protein constructs are

screened against several fragment analogs using a broad

range of crystallization conditions. If no X-ray structures

are obtained despite great efforts in optimizing

crystallization conditions, then the NMR methods descri-

bed above can be used to obtain the structural information.

Generation of lead compounds

Since fragments are typically weak binders, the hits

obtained in a screen must be developed into lead mole-

cules. Three ways to achieve this goal are fragment

growing, merging, and linking (Fig. 4). Which strategy to

apply for a particular target depends on the data available

from the first- and second-site NMR screens along with

structural data from crystallography and NMR.

Fragment growing

Nuclear magnetic resonance-based screening for first-site

binders is generally straightforward, resulting in the iden-

tification of several hit series (Warr 2011). Such first-site

binders are often used as anchor moieties for the addition

of small atomic groups or bigger building blocks to

improve binding affinities. In fragment growing, the

chemical addition of small groups is based on structures

obtained of the target bound to first-site fragments. The

goal of this strategy is to gain access to nearby empty

pockets or to increase affinity by efficiently filling gaps in

the current binding site. Fragment growing was recently

used by our group in the discovery of K-Ras inhibitors

(Fig. 4a) (Sun et al. 2012). In a primary screen against

K-Ras, indole-containing compounds were found to bind

with Kd values around 1 mM. Based on X-ray structures of

K-Ras bound to these hits, a secondary pocket of electro-

negative character was observed proximal to the first site.

To grow into this pocket, an indole-benzimidazole frag-

ment was functionalized with amino acids. A near 10-fold

Fig. 3 Structures of K-Ras-GDP bound to fragment hits were

obtained by improving fragment aqueous solubility through chemical

modifications
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improvement in potency resulted from the addition of Ile,

with the positively charged amine group directed towards

the negatively charged secondary pocket. While the frag-

ment growing method is the most common strategy found

in the literature, it often does not yield very large gains in

potency. Also, the growing of fragments can be accom-

panied by a substantial decrease in ligand efficiency if the

added atoms do not optimally interact with the target

(Hopkins et al. 2004). This limits the successful use of this

approach when applied to challenging targets where first-

site hits are weak (Kd Z 1 mM) and have low ligand

efficiencies (LE [ 0.20).

Fragment merging/hopping

An alternative approach to develop fragment hits into leads

is fragment merging or scaffold hopping of fragments. If

the binding modes for several first-site ligands which have

overlapping binding sites are known, larger and more

potent molecules can be synthesized that combine chemical

features important for binding from two or more ligands.

Merging is accomplished by attaching a piece of one

fragment to another one, as illustrated by our recent dis-

covery of Mcl-1 inhibitors (Fig. 4b) (Friberg et al. 2013).

In this work, two classes of fragments identified in the

primary screen were found to bind with overlapping poses

in the binding site of Mcl-1. Based on NOE-derived dis-

tance restraints and molecular modeling, benzothiophene-

2-carboxylic acid was merged with 4-chloro-3,5-dimeth-

ylphenyl tethered carboxylic acid to produce a molecule

with improved potency and ligand efficiency. Scaffold

hopping is accomplished by combining molecules with

dissimilar fragment cores but sharing physically similar

functional groups (Bohm et al. 2004). Fragment hopping is

frequently used if fragment cores are not drug-like or

already protected by patents.

Fragment linking

In our opinion, the most powerful way to develop a frag-

ment hit into a lead compound is to link two or more

fragments together. The concept is based on the additivity

of binding free energies when compounds are linked in an

optimal way (Jencks 1981; Ichihara et al. 2011). Based on

this principle, the Kd of the linked molecule is equal to the

Kd of one fragment times the Kd of another fragment. Thus,

linked molecules with micromolar affinities can be

obtained from fragments that bind in the millimolar range.

Fig. 4 Lead generation by fragment growing, merging, and linking.

a K-Ras inhibitors were designed by growing the first-site ligand into

a neighboring negatively charged secondary pocket. b Inhibitors of

Mcl-1 were prepared by merging two scaffolds identified in the

primary screen that had overlapping binding sites (Friberg et al.

2013). c Fragment linking of adenosine- and oxalate-binding

fragments via a flexible linker resulted in potent inhibitors of lactate

dehydrogenase
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However, the linking requires that two fragments bind

within close proximity of one another. In many cases, only

one hotspot is present on a protein surface, and all hits

found in a primary screen prefer to bind at this site. Thus, a

second-site screen conducted under conditions in which the

first site is occupied or occluded may be necessary to

identify fragments that bind proximal to one another for

linking purposes. Second-site binders are almost always

much weaker in affinity (Kd Z 1 mM) for the target than

first-site ligands, making their detection difficult. NMR

spectroscopy is the only method that can robustly detect

such weak interactions, and several NMR-based techniques

have been developed which can be used.

One option to identify second site ligands is to saturate

the first-site hotspot with a known binder. The ligand of

choice should be as small and potent as possible, with

aqueous solubility to allow for full occupancy of the pocket

under the screening conditions. Then, in the presence of the

first-site ligand, another NMR-based fragment screen is

conducted to identify second-site ligands. Because inter-

actions are expected to be very weak, fragment concen-

trations used in the second site screen must be high. It is

advisable to screen a subset of the original library con-

taining only fragments with a water solubility greater than

*5 mM (second-site screening library). This may also

mean reorganization of the fragment library into mixtures

of a handful of compounds as opposed to mixtures of ten or

more that were used in the primary screen.

Another way to identify second-site binders by NMR

spectroscopy is to use paramagnetic labeling (Jahnke 2002;

Jahnke et al. 2003), taking advantage of paramagnetic

relaxation enhancement (PRE). The relaxation rate of a

resonance is increased when the spin is in proximity to a

paramagnetic center, affecting its line width in an NMR

experiment. Since the effect is distance dependent (line

broadening is commonly observed for atoms which are

closer than *20 Å from the paramagnetic center), spatial

information can be obtained by analyzing ligand signal

widths. A first-site ligand can be labeled with a paramag-

netic agent (e.g., TEMPO) and used as a probe in a second-

site screen. Molecules that bind close to the first-site ligand

can be identified by the broadened NMR signals. The

method is very robust because the PRE effect is detectable

only if first- and second-site ligands bind to the target

simultaneously and close to each other. Successful use of

this labeling technique is illustrated in the recent design of

protein kinase and tyrosine phosphatase inhibitors (Vaz-

quez et al. 2007, 2008).

Another method often used to identify second-site

binders is based on the so-called inter-ligand NOE (ILOE

experiments) (Li et al. 1999; Leone et al. 2006). Using this

method, a library is screened in the presence of high con-

centrations of first-site binders and intermolecular ligand–

ligand NOEs are detected in NOESY-type experiments.

ILOEs arise only if first- and second-site fragments bind to

the target simultaneously and are in close proximity

(*5 Å). The strength of the inter-ligand NOEs depends on

the occupancy of ligands at their corresponding sites. Since

first-site fragments are often not soluble enough to fully

saturate their binding site, and second-site ligands are

expected to bind with very low affinity, the ILOE effect is

almost always very weak. To overcome this obstacle, it is

recommended to screen for second-site binders at very high

ligand concentrations (e.g., by using a highly soluble subset

of fragment library members), to apply longer NOESY

mixing times (200–600 ms), and to use first-site binders

containing a methyl group (better signal-to-noise ratio)

which points toward the potential second site. In recent

work aimed at the discovery of protein–protein interaction

inhibitors, ILOEs have been used to identify both first- and

second-site binders from fragment mixtures, thus elimi-

nating the traditional first-site screen and the necessity for

isotopically labeled protein (Becattini et al. 2006; Becattini

and Pellecchia 2006; Rega et al. 2011). Using this ‘‘SAR

by ILOE’’ methodology, one can obtain both pairs of

fragments that bind together and information on which

parts of the fragments bind proximal to one another from a

single experiment. In this approach, even longer NOESY

mixing times are used to maximize ILOE detection

(300–800 ms). A potential source of errors is introduced by

the INPHARMA inter-ligand NOE effect, in which mag-

netization is transferred by spin diffusion from the first-site

ligand to target protein protons and back to ligands that

compete with the first-site ligand for the same binding site

(see section Structural elucidation of intermolecular inter-

actions). The utilization of perdeuterated protein samples

for ILOE measurements helps to eliminate the INPHAR-

MA effect (Krimm 2012). False positive ILOE signals can

also arise if fragments from the second-site library form

aggregates with first-site binders. In such a case, stronger

ILOEs between (almost) all protons of the first- and sec-

ond-site ligands arise, thereby suggesting compound mis-

behavior (Sledz et al. 2010). Experiments should always be

repeated in the absence of protein to test that the detected

ILOEs or PREs are target dependent and therefore indi-

cators of true second-site binding.

One problem with detecting fragments that bind to a

second site is that the first-site fragments are often not

soluble enough to fully saturate a hotspot due to their weak

binding affinities. In these cases, the results from a second-

site screen are difficult to interpret. In such a situation,

alternative NMR-based approaches can be utilized. One

concept is to covalently tether the first-site fragment via

engineering cysteine residues in the target’s binding site,

similar to the tethering technology pioneered by the Wells’

group (Erlanson et al. 2004). If structural information is
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available, a residue that is adjacent to the first binding site

is mutated to a cysteine. This cysteine can be connected via

a covalent bond to a first-site fragment modified with a

reactive, flexible linker. The flexible linker allows the

fragment to bind in its native protein-binding mode. If no

structures of the target bound to first-site fragments are

available, NOE or STD measurements can help to deter-

mine which atoms of the first-site binder are not directly

involved in binding to the protein, and therefore could be

used as linker attachment sites. As a result of the target-

fragment covalent linking, the binding site is occluded and

a second-site screen can be conducted. However, insertion

of amino acid mutations is often not only accompanied by

local changes, but also by global perturbations of the target

surface topology. Consequently, the identified second-site

binders might not bind to the native protein. In addition, the

tethered first-site ligand may not achieve its preferred

binding pose, and the second-site screen may identify

fragments that would, again, not bind to the wild-type

protein. Hence, the covalent attachment of first-site frag-

ments must be carefully designed, and it is good practice to

explore and thoroughly test more than one attachment site

for the second-site screen. It is also advisable to determine

the structures of the cysteine-engineered mutants tethered

to first-site fragments before the second-site screen is

attempted.

The chemical linkage of fragments can begin once first-

and second-site ligands have been identified by the meth-

ods described above. The power of the fragment linking

approach becomes obvious by the following example:

linking together two fragments both having Kd values of

1 mM may result in a compound with an affinity of 1 lM

or less. If the linker contributes to the binding and/or if the

binding entropy of the linked compound is smaller than the

binding entropies of the two fragments, super-additivity

can be reached (Hajduk et al. 1997; Borsi et al. 2010;

Ichihara et al. 2011). However, linking fragments in an

optimal way is extremely difficult, and in most cases, the

expected affinity boost from linking two fragments is not

achieved (Erlanson 2006; Chung et al. 2009; Hung et al.

2009). First, it is usually complicated to identify so called

second-site fragments binding close to a first site molecule.

In addition, even if second-site binders can be identified

and structural information on their binding modes is

available, it can be challenging to discover a suitable linker

with the proper geometry that allows the individual pieces

of the linked molecule to bind in the exact same manner as

the fragments. To help solve these issues, we suggest a

combinatorial approach to fragment linking in which

multiple first- and second-site ligands are linked using

different flexible linkers. Attempting to link several dif-

ferent second-site ligands to only one first-site ligand may

never generate the proper geometries or poses needed for

achieving cooperativity in binding affinity. However,

assembly of different first- and second-site combinations

provides a better probability of the fragments binding in

their optimal poses for additivity of affinities. In this pro-

cess, we cannot stress enough the importance of con-

formationally flexible linkers to allow fragments to sample

their desired poses. Successful fragment linking was

recently demonstrated in the discovery of inhibitors of

lactate dehydrogenase (Fig. 4c) (Kohlmann et al. 2013).

Fragments that bind in the adenosine-binding pocket were

linked to those that bind in the oxalate-binding pocket via

flexible ether, amide, or poly-alcohol linkers, with the poly-

alcohol linkers providing the best improvements in binding

affinity.

Conclusions and perspective

Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy has evolved into

a powerful tool for FBDD. In addition to structure deter-

mination, NMR is useful for identifying small molecules

that bind with weak affinity to protein targets, elucidating

ligand binding sites, determining ligand binding affinities,

and driving initial SAR studies. Because it can be used to

detect very weak binding events, NMR is also useful in

second-site screening and fragment linking strategies. The

technique, especially when conducted using protein-

observed methods, has few artifacts relative to other bio-

physical techniques.

In the future, we foresee NMR becoming an even more

valuable technique in FBDD. We envision larger fragment

libraries being screened to cover more chemical space. One

approach for accomplishing this is the recently described

‘‘HTS by NMR’’ methodology that combines the power of

combinatorial chemistry with NMR-based screening (Wu

et al. 2013). In addition, to screen larger libraries by NMR,

we can apply new technological advances, such as non-

linear sampling and new hardware that facilitate shorter

data acquisition times and the use of less sample material.

Information from NMR experiments could also be applied

to drive the development of improved computational tools

for docking and scoring of fragment binding. For example,

it would be very beneficial to have improved computational

tools that can predict which fragments can bind and define

how they bind using only a small number of restraints

derived from NMR. Improved computational tools could

also be useful to guide fragment linking.

Although an important application of NMR-based

screening is for the design of challenging protein–protein

interaction inhibitors that are often deemed ‘‘undruggable,’’

NMR-based screening can be useful in other applications

as well. FBDD using NMR can be used to identify inhib-

itors against any target by discovering novel chemical
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matter that can circumvent existing patents. We also

foresee NMR as a way to identify novel allosteric ‘hot

spots’ on traditionally targeted proteins such as those

present in protein kinases as well as for attempting to find

hits against intrinsically disordered proteins. NMR seems

uniquely suited for screening this class of targets. FBDD

using NMR clearly represents an important tool in the

discovery of drug molecules against targets important to

human disease.
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